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w o m e n  o f  t h e  w o r d ,  v o l .  I b y  a m y  e dw a r d s

A couple years ago, my husband received a book in the mail entitled Women of the Word (Volume 1), by Amy Edwards.
It was accompanied by a letter from the author’s husband, asking my husband to read the book and see if the church
would be interested in buying more.  My husband gave it to me to read since it was a book for women.  This type of thing
happens often, mostly from people we don’t know, so with the many things to read, I placed the book on the stack of “to
be read."  When I got around to reading it, I was pleasantly surprised.

introduction

assessment
I truly enjoyed this book and would recommend it to women wanting to study the Bible more.  I bought the two following
volumes, and enjoyed them, but not nearly as much as Volume I.  In Volumes II & III, there are some references to
clothing choices that I believe are worldly.

b y  b e c k y  d a m r o n

overview
This book is a devotional book for women.  It takes stories from the Bible about women and relates them to women
today.  Volume I contains stories of ladies in the Bible whose names start with the letters A-C.  Volumes II & III continue
on in the alphabet all the way through ladies in the Bible whose names start with the letter Z.  
The book is not a “read only” book.  There are many questions for the reader to answer and instructions for them to do as
they progress through the book.  Prayers to God are to be written out then prayed.  Problem areas are not to be glossed
over.  Amy gives a suggestion of reading the scheduled Scripture passage several times before reading what is in the
book about what was read.  I suggest following Amy’s plan of Bible reading.  Don’t fly through the Bible reading.  I also
suggest not moving to the next chapter until you have done all that is asked in the chapter you are in.
Amy writes in a conversational style that is personal and easy to read.  After the first few chapters, I felt as if I knew her
personally.  She shows humor and sorrow; she relates great stories and insights from extra historical and cultural
research.  Amy clearly has a deep love for God.

conclusion
As with any book besides the Bible, there are some things that I don’t completely agree with, but overall, I greatly
benefited from reading it. Points of disagreement were few and far between. I have suggested it to many women, and
they have each come to me and told me what a blessing it was to them.

You can purchase the book at the following link:
https://www.fairhavenbookstore.com/product/women-of-the-word-volume-1/


